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NEWS ANALYSIS

Rocky to Replay Weimar Script
by Konstantin George and Vin
Berg
At the Rockefeller
March 26
family's orders the Second Inter
-

nlit fonal is mounting a global
offensive enforcing working
class acquiescence to a cabal
ordered rerun of the early

Weimar years' most hideous
features: crippling super-infla
tion and Social Democratic mass
butchery of communist workers.
The

Rockefellers'

strategic

situation is worse than ever
before as the Labor Committees'
forward
"policy

motion
option"

topples
after

one

another.

The redevelopment schema has
flopped, for political reasons;
open austerity is impossible, for
political reasons. Yet the cabal
ists, refusing to think the unthink
able, have turned to a happier
time for inspiration. With charac
teristic lack of imagination, they
have gone back to Weimar
Germany of 1919-1923,
when
revolutionary leader
Rosa
Luxemburg and thousands of
communist
wor k e r s
were
murdered at the orders o f the
Social Democratic government
while an inflation rate of over
per
cent d e s t r o y e d
working-class living standards.
What Rockefeller has over
looked is the fact that the social

40,000

ist revolution in 1919-1923 was
prevented only with the aid of
massive bungling by then-pre
vailing factions of the Communist
International. All of Rocke
feller's problems today are due to
precisely the absence of such
bungling - thanks to the Inter
natio nal
Caucus
Committees.

of

Labor

European Communist Parties
into calling off their left turn,
specifically aimed against the
Second International, and thus
lay the pre-conditions for a blood
bath of communist workers in
Portugal or new carnage in the
Mideast.

"human faced" fascists of the
Second International to extend

E a s t ."
In
the
words
of
Vorwaerts, "If the Communists

the slaughter - domino style to the rest of Europe, as a follow
up to their engineering of a
pattern of individual murders
and kidnappings
ICLC.

against

the

continue

to

gain

in

Portugal,

there will be consequences." In
the same vein, PCI Secretary
General Berlinguer's closing
speech at last week's PCI
Congress declared, "The PCI has

If the Second International is
not smashed, the consequences
will be chaotic super-inflation
and the massacre of Communist

nothing to do with the PCP."

cadre.
Already astronomical
deficit spending in the U.S. is
pushing the economy toward the
day when $1000 bills will be

CPs
into isolated national
corners, setting them up for

needed for the corner-store
groceries. Unless Europe grabs
on to
based

the Euro-Ruble, dollar
world trade will carry

cancerous

hyperinflation

every

of

part

the

globe.

to
The

Isolate and Immobilize the CPs
The
Second
International's
strategy to force the European

future massacre scenarios, is dis
closed by Mattick's statement,
"There won't be any Berlin
Conference of the European
CPs." No such announcement
has ever been made by the
Communist Parties;
rather,
Mattick and his fellow agents are

social fascists' commitment to
this insanity was underscored in

actively

the two private meetings held
within the last month between

conference is quashed.

David

message was carried to Moscow
in equally unsubtle terms by

Rockefeller

Germany's

Social

and

West

Democratic

Chancellor Helmut Schmidt.
Meanwhile the West German
Social Democratic Party (SPD)
announced their eagerness to
play hatchetman in the last issue
of their newspaper, Vorwaerts.
where they proudly boast, "It's
because of us that Germany is
still capitalist" - precisely de
fining their role in the coming

CIA's Trojan Horse in the inter
national workers' movement - is

International's
policy
Portugal is t o blackmail

now employing terror, kid
napping, and blackmail against

Soviet Union and the Western
European CP'� into abandoning

both the ICLC and the European
Communist Parties, in a bid to.

the Portuguese Communist Party
(PCP), while putting maximum

programmatically and strate
gically disarm the international

pressure on the PCP itself to
retract
its
principled pro

working class by physically liqui
Committees.

grammatic stance, and succumb
to the fascist MFA junta in

Simultaneously the Yellow Inter
national is attempting to bully the

Portugal through the Second
International's newest adherent,

Labor

Bonn government is making
trade deals with the Soviet Union

A precedent-setting bloodbath
in either area will enable the

weeks and months.

the

Schmidt's SPD foreign policy
spokesman, Kurt Mattick, the

contingent upon the cessation of
Soviet support to the PCP: "If
Portugal falls, it's the end of
ecgnomic collaboration with the

Only Following Orders
Proving themselves the Rocke
fellers' most trustworthy tools,
the Second International - the

dating

the CIA-run ex-Communist Party
of Italy (PCI). As described by

Portugal
First Intended Victim
The cornerstone of the Second
on
the

counter-organizi n g

within the CPs t o ensure that the
The "call of the Left Turn"

visiting French Prime Minister
Chirac, who demanded
that
Moscow "discipline the French
CP (PCF)" as the blackmail
condition for good relations with
France. The sincerity of Chirac's
"offer" of "good relations" is
questionable, to say the least.
The past week has seen the con
clusion of French re-integration
into NATO, maneuvered by the
Second International's Socialist
Party
(SP), its head agent
Francois Mitterand, and
SP
officers

in the French Armed

Forces. In addition, a major
speech by President Giscard
d'E s t a i ng,
reiterating
a
December pronouncement in
which he underscored the role of
France's nuclear strike force
"against the East." He could
have added, "against the PCF as
well at some point," should the
PCF and Moscow submit to
Second International blackmail.
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